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EMOTIONALLY FOCUSED COUPLE THERAPY

I

e

Empiricism and Art
Susan M. Johnson and Lorrie L. Brubacher

lntroduction
that
Emotionally focused couple therapy (EFT) (Johnson,2004) is a brief, integrative approach
pracln
bonds.
attachment
secure
create
relationships
close
in
partners
focuses on helping
an agent of
tice, EFT integrates an experiential humanistic perspective that values emotion as
all
interaction,
patterns
of
reinforcing
reciprocally
view
of
a
systems
with
change com6ined
is
therapist
The
EFT
relationships.
adult
intimate
to
orientation
grorid"d in an attachment
emotional
inner
constricting
and
constricted
partners
expand
helping
i pro."r, consultant,
that fosrealities and interactional responses, thereby shifting rigid interactions into responses
2012)'
&
Christensen,
(Lebow,
Chambers,
Johnson,
connection
ter resiliency and secure
The EFi model, first tested in the early 1980s (Johnson & Creenberg, 1985), has many
have moved into
strengths which have been validated and are being expanded upon as we
following:
as
the
listed
be
may
the 2l st century. They

i
I
,i
f,
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The EFT model fits very well with research on the nature of couple distress and satisfaction, which focuses on the quality of emotional engagement, the power of negative
interaction patterns, and the need for soothing responsiveness in close relationships'
At the end of the last century, EFT was found to achieve the most positive outcomes

of any approach to couple therapy, in terms of both helping clients reach recovery
&
from distress and maintaining these results over time (Johnson, Hunsley, Greenberg,

has yet
Schlndler, 1999; Lebow et al., 2012). No other empirically validated approach
(Clothier, Manion'
exceeded its effect size of 1.3 and been found to be stable over time
Added to this
2010).
&
Makinen,
Halchuk,
2oo2;
n,
Johnson,
&
cordon-walker, Johnso
shown increased improveis the encouraging finding that couples treated with EFT have
(Johnson
Talitman,1997)'
&
ends
ment after therapy
relationships in the
EFT is based on a clear and empirically validated theory of adult love
as a
form of attachment theory (ohnson & Whiffen, 2003). There is nothing so practical
of
good theory. Attachment ifreory wnicfr has, in the last two decades, generated a plethora
Rholes'
Ireative research (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007; Cassidy & Shaver, 2008; Simpson &
the
and
interventions
of
choice
in
the
moment
to
moment
EFT
therapist
201 5) guides the
supp.ort
creation of change events. New attachment neuroscience (Coan, 2008) provides
that
relationships
adult
in
bonds
attachment
of
secure
function
for the emotion iegulating
EFT

interventions fos[er.
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taken a read in addressing a concern identified by Lebow
(Lebow et ar., 20r 2): the
undeveloped area of couple therapy process research that
studiei how changeis created.
EFT has a substantiar body of process research (creenman
& Johnson, 2or3),a detaired
examination of therapist and client in-session actions and responses
that leads to continual
refinement of the model. These studies, which examine client
change processes and therapist interventions that shape successful change events provide
an empirical basis to the
belief that EFT interventions are "on target" und ,lro aid the
therapist in the construction
of key change events (Bradrey & Furrow, 2oo4; zuccarini,
Johnson, Dargreish, & Makinen,
2013). This is described in more detail in the section below
on research on EFT.
EFT has expanded to community and psychoeducational
settings. The book Hotd me Tight
(ohnson, 2008b), now avairabre in over twenty ranguages,
hai made attachment theory
and the steps of EFT avairabre to the generar pubiic, many
of whom may never step foot
inside a therapist's office. Community-based education and
enrichment programs have
been developed for the pubric (ohns on, 2010) and specificaily
for miritary post_deproyment
couples (Johnson & Rheem, 2006). EFT is increasingry embraced
around ir,e gtooe, suggest_
ing that its foundation in attachment theory has relevance and
is effective across cultures.
EFT has expanded considerably in the last decade
in its application to many specific treatment populations and different clinical issues. consonani
with important recent developments in the fierd of coupre and famiry therapy (Lebow
et at., znr4, EFr is expanding
its validation as an effective treatment for many previously
identified individual disorders
(Furrow, Johnson, & Bradrey,201 r). rt has beer-r found
io be particurarry applicabre to
coupies where partners suffer from depression and post-traumatic
stress disorder. EFT has
addressed the areas of sexuality (Johnson & Zuccarini, 2010,2011
) and cultural diversity
and differences (creenman, young, & Johnson, 2oo9). Additionairy
in crinicar practice,
EFT is routinery used with same-sex coupres, in famiry
therapy (EFFT; lohnson, Maddeaux,
& Blouin, 1998) and in work with brended famiries (rrrro* t'pur,.nur,
zor rl.
EFT is integrative, combining an experiential focus
on self with a systemic focus on interaction' lt is an integration of empiricism and art: following
tl.re pairr taio out in empirical
research on the elements that constitute emotional
expJrience, the over_riding power
of attachment, and the imperatives of separation distress,
EFT also reiies upon the art of
the therapist's imagination and creativity to empathize,
attune, and resonate with each
individual client and with the distressingly painful attachment
drama in which the couple is caught. lt is collaborative and ,"rp".ifrl of
clients, as are all humanistic interven_
tions, focusing as they do on growth, rather than on pathorogy,
and with its grounding
in attachment theory is congruous with feminist approaches.
EFT has
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Historical Development of EFT

past relationships. The application of attachr.nent

Much has happened in the field of couples, ther_
apy since the early 1980s, when
EFT was first for_

theory was lirnited to the relationship between
parent and child, and emotior.r, if discussed at
all, was seen mostly in ten-ns of ver-rtilatior-r and
c.atharsis and was generallv avoided in couple
tl.rerapy sessior.rs (Mahoney, t991). Unless
ihe

mulated. At that tine, behar.ioral intervention.s.
based on social exchenge theor.y
-a locus ou
profit and loss in close ,."irrio,,rhiir-"fl'.r"J
,i.
only clearly structured and tested
treattlent

was very

skill a6qui511isn, negotiated
behavior change,
or, in more psycl-rodynamic
models, insight inlo

clinicians such as Satir (Satir & Baldwin, lggl)
had lornrulated a nuntber of inrerwcnLions,
there
was no articulated model of couple therapy
that
cornbined a focus or-r inner realities and outer

for

relationship distress. Ernotiolr
was seen as part
of the problem of distress,
rather tl.rar.r ,s pu.t of
the solution. Interwentior-rs
tended to focus on

therapist adopted a behavioral perspective, there
little specif,c guidar.rce in tl.re literature

o-n

how to conduct cor,rples'therap1,. Even thougl-t
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systemic interaction patterns. The detailed observation and tracking ofnurnerous couples as they

struggled to repair their relationships in therapy
lead to the first EFT manual and the first outcotne
study ()ohnson & Greenberg, 1985)' This observation, however, was guided by a particular theoretical framework.
The guiding perspective was the humanistic
experiential approach put lorward by Carl Rogers
and Fritz Perls (Cain & Seeman, 2002), which
focuses on the proactive Processing of experience
as it occurs and on how meaning is constructed
(Neimeyer, I993). Rogers, in particular, n.rodeled
active empathic collaboration with the client in
the processing of experience and emphasized the
power of emotion to orgar-rize meanir-rg making
and behavior (Rogers, I951). However, as Bateson
pointed ovt (1972, p. a%), "When you seParate

mind fron-r the structure in which it is in-rmanent,
such as human relationships . . . you embark on a
fundarnental error"' so to this general experiential perspective, it was necessary to add a systemic

orientation, epitomized by Minuchin and other
structural family therapists (Minuchin & Fishman,
1981). In both systems theory and experientiai
approaches problems are seen in terms of process,
rather than being inherent in the person; that is, it
is how the inner processing of experience or how
key interactions in key relationships are organized
that triggers and n-raintains dysfunction or distress'

It was also not very long before clinical
observation began to evoke Bowlby's attachment theory as a natural explanatory framework
for how relationships became troubled and how
iltey codd be repaired (Johnson, 1986). Partners
spoke of disconnection and isolation as traumatizing, and the power of safe emotional engagement became obvious as partners repaired their
relationship. Attachment theory wl.rich has been
extensively applied to adult relatior.rships in the
last twenty-fir'e years offers the EFT couple and

family therapist a clearly articulated theory of
aciult love and close relationships to guide goal
setting and intervention (]ohnson, 2008a)' It is
important to note that attachment theory integrates a focus on self and system and views indivlduals' construction ofselfin the context oftheir
closest relationships. It is tl.rer.r easily integrated

with systems perspectives (Johnsor.r & Best,2002)'

Suson M. Johnson ond Lorrie L. Brubocher

Since the 1980s, there has also been an apPre-

ciation of the role emotion piays in individual
mental and physical health (Coan, 2008; Robles &
Kiecolt-Glaser, 2003) and relationship functioning. As Zajonc notes (I980, p. 152), "Affect
dominates social interaction and it is the major
currency in which social interaction is trans
acted." The role of emotion in creating change in
therapy has gradually become more explicit and
refined (Fosha, Siegel, & Soiomon, 2009). Core
emotions identified as present across all cultures
sadr.ress/agony, disgust, conjoy, and emotion is defined
and
ternpt, surprise,
with a rapid limprocess
begir.rning
as an active
cue, moving to
environmental
bic appraisal to an

are anger, fear,

physiological, behavioral, and meaning-making

cognitive comPonents (Ekman,

200312007).

Therapists have also identified different kinds of
emotion, such as secondary reactive emotion and
more primary emotion that is often avoided or

left unarticulated, but that can be used to create
change in therapy. This literature focuses on how
emotion, which comes from the Latin word "to
rnove," can move People toward change, and how
emotional communication defines the nature

of relationships (]ohnson & Greenberg,

1994)'

As a new technology of working rvith emotion
emerges, systemic therapists are incorporating a
focus on emotion in their work (Johnson, 2009;
Schwartz & Johnson, 2000).

The Theoretical Perspective of EFT
on Relationship Distress and Adult
lntimacy
The theoretical perspective of EFT combines the

research on the nature of relationship distress
with the research on the attachment Perspective of adult love and relatedness. Attachment
theory, as will be shown beiow, makes the findings on relationship distress more pertinent and
practical for the couple therapist. The later section "lnterventior.rs ir.r EFT" illustrates further
how attachment theory guides the EFT clinician's moment-to-moment choice of interventions and creation of key transformative change
events toward alleviatirrg the factors identified
in the relatiot.rship distress research. The study

of emotion and the growing body of

research
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affective neuroscience (Cozolino, 2006;

Coan, 2008) are both endemic to and expansive
of EFT's theoretical underpinnings. The most
recent research shows that EFT outcomes extend
beyond increasing relationship satisfaction into
the realm of altering capacities to regulate emotion, reducing anxiety and avoidance, and creating more secure attachment bonds (Burgess
Moser et ai., in press). This is the first time that
a couple intervention has been shown to significantly impact the quality of an attachment bond,
identified in the extensively studied and rich
explanatory theory ofadult love as the core feature of love relationships.

gto
:ing
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sof

What ls the Essential Nature
of Couple Distress?

and

The primary issue in couple distress are repeat-

lor

ing and escalating negative cycles that maintain
disconnection and limit responding to needs
for comfort and support. The EFT perspective
focuses on the power of absorbing states of

3ate

low
to
lo\4r

.ure

)4).

ion
19a
)09;

negative affect and negative interaction patterns,
such as criticizeldemand foilowed bydefend/dis,
tance, and how they generate and maintain each

other. Negative affect, in this model, is potentiated by the fact that this affect is attachment
related and is thus associated with primal needs

for comfort and closeness in the face of threat,
danger, and uncertainty. This focus on the power

of negative affect and interaction patterns
oes empirical

ech-

findings on the nature of relation-

ship distress and satisfaction (Gottman, Coan,
Carrere,

the
'ess

ec-

ent
edrnd

&

Swanson, 1998; Huston, Caughlin,
Houts, Smith, & George,2001). Researchers such
as Gottman view EFT as consonant with these
findings. Some of the specific commonalities
between these findings and the EFT approach
can be summarized as follows:

o Both

ni-

emphasize the power of negative
affect, as expressed in facial expression, for
example, to predict relational distress and

en-

dissatisfaction.

ec-

her

rge

o

Both focus on the importance of emotional
engagement and how partners communi-

ied
rdy

cate, rather than on the content or the fre-

rch

quency of argumenls.

.

Both view cycles such as demand_withdraw
potentially fatal for close relationships.
Both look beyond conflict resolution or the
use of communication sklls to the necessity
as

.

fo r sooth ing, com fort irr g i n teractional cycles

o

and stress the importance of such soothing
in relationship satisfaction and stability.
Both stress the power of positive affect to
define relationships, whether this is called,
as in the behavioral literature, positive sentiment override or, as in the EFT literature,
secure attachment.

There is, however, also a key difference between
the EFT perspective and the research notecl pre_

viously. Theory is the explanation of pattern, and
the EFT therapist places the data on distress in
an attachment framework. Four examples of how
the attachment frame refines and elucidates such
findings lollow. First. there is some controversy
(Stanley, Bradbury, & Markman,2000) as to how
to labei the response of husbands in satisf,ing
relationships to their wives' cornplaints. Gottman
(1994) reports that wives in happier relationships
start their complaints in a softer, less confronta_
tional manner and husbands "accept their influ_
ence." Others have questioned this interpretation

and suggest that a more accurate description
is that these husbands are able to tolerate their
An

spouses' negative emotion and stay engaged.

attachment view of such data would support this

latter conclusion and would refine the mean_
ing of this behavior, seeing this as an exampie
of a more securely attached husband remaining
accessible and responsive to the attachment ,.pro_

test" behar.ior of his spouse and perceiving the
implicit bid for contact in such behavior.
Second, attachment theory also offers an
explanation of how the ''stonewalling" response
has been found to be so corrosive in close rela_
tionships. In attachment relationships such a
response, much like the still face experiments
(Tronick, 1989) where mothers show no response

to children's attempts at connection, shatters
assumptions of responsiveness and induces
over-whelming distress. Third, the research data
on distress found that to have a satisfzing rela_
tionship, it is necessary to have five times more
positive than negative affect. As a clinician, it
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protection
our "primary
(McFarlane

van

and meaninglessness"
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"Felt security" with
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the quality of a couple relationship'
a loved one
Emotional engagement with
regulation
is a primary source of emotion
Recent studirrtt ftr.., & Shaver' 2008)' as "hidden
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ies confirm that partners
emotional and
another's
one
of
regulators"
(Coan' Schaefer' &
pf,ysiological reactions
'pur'ratoi, 2006)' From this perspective any
one'.is better than
response, even an angry
engagement'
none. lf there is no emotional
as' "Your signals do- not
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therapist a coherent
to specify treatment,goals
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principles of
intervention' The main
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attachment theory' examined
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touching, emotional connection,
and sooth-

ing, rather than-.sexual

u..-iigf,

release,

lighted here (Gillath A S.hu.t.,r..,z',0o;;
Erotic pleasure is heighte.,"a
*h.r., tlr.
emotional openness, responsiveness,
and
trust of a secltre bond combine
with ten_
der touch. Adult attachn.r.rt,
ir., .ort.urt
to parent_child attachrnent,
is mutual and

reciprocal. It is worth noting
that relationships ch aracte r ized by
u t,,"ali ry, t";;;;.y,
.m
reciprocify, and interdepe.rd.r."
are simi_
Iar to the kind.s of relationships
p."_"r.a
by gender_sensitive therapirt,
fU.aa".t,
Schindler_Zimmerman, &
Macphee, 2000).
This attachment
that adults
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forms of engagement with

that tend to maintain o,

their partner
.*u.".blt" th.

lack of safe emotional
connection. That is,
they send the message
that the partner is

unreliable or that he
or she is inaccessibie
and unresponsive, or any combinat
ion of
these. There appear
to be two basic strategies for dealing with
lacl< of safe emotionai

engagement. The first
strategy

invoives an

over-activation of the
attachment systefll
and is characterized by
clinging, urr*iou,
pursuits and even aggressive
to

attempts

get a loved one to respond
(Bartholomew

&
Allison, 2006). Attachment needs ate

focused on and their
expression maxirnized.
People are fearful ofloslng
their loved ones
and are vigiJant fo. any

sig'n of distance. The
second strategy involves
a de-activation

of the attachment systenr. people
are

rled emotjonally and
are avoidant.

inhib-

in this

way, attachment needs are
minimized.

Engagement is iimited,
especially when
vulnerabi.lity is expressed
by ihe other part_
ner, and there is a strong
focus on

acti;ities

avoiding the stress of engaging
1rd .orkrl.
emotionally
wirh the parrner (Mikuliner &
Shaver, 2008). Secure
adults can better
acknowledge their needs,
can give and ask
for support, and are less
llkel| to be ver_

trally aggressive or withdrawn
during prob_
(Simpson, Rhotes,
rt ittips,
1.:-:"f,",
1996). These patterns
were first formulated

r

from observing mothers
and children

in

separation and reunion
events (Ainsworth,

Blehar, Waters,

& Wall, 1978). In the

child literature, different
habitual forrns

:

,.1;l

of engagement

have often been viewed as
styles that characterize
the individual and

may be brought forward
into adulthood.

In

the aduit attachn-rent jiterature,
however,
individual differences are

viewed more as
strategies or habitual
forms of engagement
that can be described in
terms of two main
dimensions: anxiely and
avoidance. These
habitual forms of engagemenr
characterize
a particular relationship,
and are formed
ln response to and confinr_red
by the partner's response to the basic
question, ..Can
I count on you when I
need you?,,They are

., ..:
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De-Escolotion

a sense

Assessment. Creating an alliance and
SteP
clariflring the core issues in the couple's
conflict using an attachment p".rp..iiu.

Identif,ring the problematic interactional cycle that maintains attachmenr

Step

Step

3:

Step

4:

6:

of shame and unworthiness) and

expressingthemtotheotherpartner.
Promoting accePtance in the observing
partner of the actively exploring partner's construction of experience and

expressions'
-7: :tY.:*otionai
facilitating the expression of specific

insecurity and relationship distress.
needs and wants and creating emoAccessing the unacknowledged emotional engagement behveen partners.
tions underlying interactional positior.rs.
Steps 5 to 7 are done twice: once for each partner.
Reframing the problem in terms of the

cycle, the underlying emotions, and
attachment

needs.

The goal, by the end of Step 4, is for the partners to have a meta-perspective on their interactions. De-escalation, the first change event,
is complete when partners recognize how they
are unwittingly creating, but also being victimized,by,the narrow patterns of interaction that
characterize their relationship. They recognize

partners usual.ly move-through
the steps of Stage
One together. Stage Two is more intense, and,
unless the couple is experiencing relatively low
distress' the therapist invites one sPouse to precede the other' Because a more critical distressed
spouse wiil not take risks with a partner who
remains withdrau'n, the more withdrawn partner
is invited to navigate Steps 5-7 before the more

blaming' critical spouse actively engages in Step
theirautomaticpatternofself-protection:unex- 5' The goal here is to have withdrawn Partners
first engage with their newly accessed emotional
pressed attachment fears and needs trigger one
partner to behave in ways that trigger tl,. oth.. experience and attachment fears, and then to
partner's fears and reactive behaviors, which in reengage in the relationship and actively state
turn trigger the first partner's reactive moves in the terms of this reengagement. For example, a
spouse might initially acknowledge and explore
a self-.einfo.cing cycle. At this point, partners
how lonely and painfuI it is to tip-toe gingeily in
have achieved level one change in that responses
fear that he is not important to his partner, and
tend to be ,ess reactive and more flexible, but the
organization of the dance between them has not
changed and their core underlying r,'ulnerabil'ties have not shifted. As a client remarked, .,We
are nicer to each other and things are easier, but
nothing has really changed. I still chase and he
still dodges me." If therapy stops here, the coup1e

will likely

relapse.

how he needs to sense that she actually wants and
needs him' He mayexpand on his needs and state,
"I am opening up. I can do that. But I want some
respect from you You don't have to be so sharp.

You are all edges sometimes l want to learn to be
close and I want you to make it a little easier for
me to get there " Once this partner is more acces-

sible and responsive, the goal is then to have the
De-escalation marks level one change, and a
more biaming partner complete Steps 5-7 and
clear sense of hope that it will be possible to take
"soften"' that is' to ask from a position ofI'ulnercontrol ofthe relationship back from the negative
ability for his or her attachment needs to be met.
cycle. From there it is possible to move forward
into the level rwo .hu.,g" events of Stage Two: A position of r'rJnerability pulls for responsiveness from the partner' This latter event has been
restructuring the attachment bond into a safe
found to be associated wlth recovery from rela_
have, and secure base.
tionship distress in EFT, and linked to strength_

Stoge Two: Restructuring

lnteractiono,
POsitiOns/Patterns '
Step

i
i
I
!

i

r

H:
fl:,'
!i.
li:t:.'
a:

i:'r

ir',.,

::-rrcffi

er.ring the attachment bond (Bradley & Furrow,
2004; Burgess Moser, Iohnson, Dalgleish, Tasca,

& Wiebe, 2014). When both partners have com_

5: Prornoting identification with dis- pleted Step 7, a new form of safe emotional
owned attachment needs and fears engagement is possible and prototypical
bonding
(such as the need for reassurance and events of reciprocal
confiding, conne.tion, uni
comfort) and aspects of the self (such as comforting can occur. These
events are carefully
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shaped by the therapist

in the session' but

also

occur at home. Transcripts of both key change

events, withdrawer reengagement and blamer
chapsoftening, can be found in texts and other
2002'
2000'
ters on EFT (Johnson, i998a, 1998b'
snapshots
2004,2009; Furrow et al', 2011), and
of the process can be found later in this chapter'

Stoge Three: lntegration ond
Consolidotion
Step

B:

Integrating the new cycle with the old
problen-rs. Facilitating the emergence of
new solutions to old problematic relationshiP issues.

Step

9:

Consolidatlng new more responsive
positions and cycles of attachment
behavior. Enacting new stories ofproblems and rePair'

conThe therapist suPPorts the couple to solve
the
to
destructive
been
have
that
problems
crete
because
easy
relatively
now
is
This
relationship.
dialogues about these problems are no- longer
lnfusld with overwhelming negative affect and

of relationship definition' The discussions
are no longer in-rplicit fights about attachment
("Can I count on you?" "Do you

issues

fears and needs
to
really want n.re?"). The Partners are supported

that
actively plan how to retain the connection
to
is
here
goal
The
therapy
in
forged
they have
interacof
cycles
and
resPonses
new
consolidate
tion by, for example, reviewing the accomplish-

the
ments of the partners in therapy' helping
coherent
a
and
rituals
bonding
create
couple to
narrative of their journey into and out of dis-

(lohnson, 2003b, 2013), offering a map of the
normative needs, emotions, and ideal processes
of adult love relationships and of the specific
interventions that can transform relationship
distress into secure attachment bonds EFT interventions have been tested and found to be related
to positive outcome (discussed in ntore detail in
theResearch section). They are described in detail
in the literature (Johnson,2004,2015) and delin
eated operationally in the EFT Therapist Fidelity
Scale (Denton, Iohnson, & Burleson, 2009) devel-

oped to rneasure therapist adherence to the EFT
inter-ventions.
The unique contributions of attachment theory and the theory of emotion as the organizing
element in couple interactions mark a sigr-rificant
departure from the traditions of couple and fambetween
i1y therapy. There are distinct differences
EFT and other approaches to couple therapy that
remain unacknowledged in the common factors
literature (Sprenkle, Davis, & Lebow, 2009)' For
exarnple, EFT has explicit empirically validated
interventions that heighten emotional experienc-

ing and create in-session corrective emotional
experiences (Johnson, 2015) that are not a Part
of other couple therapies. EFT has interventions
to access disowned mlnerable emotions as the
pathway to previously unexpressed needs and to

structure and intentionally process enactments
where partners risk sharing previously unexpressed fears and needs in a way that moves the

loved one to respond. The interventions create
corrective ernotional bonding experiences that

(2012)
foster lasting char-rge. Tilley and Palmer
explicate how these choreographed interactions
in EFT are different than enactments in other

"Creating a Resiliency
tress. This narrative, called
2008b)' is an
(]ohnson,
Trghr
me
Hold
in

approaches.

evolved
example of how EFT interventions have
narra
frotn
input
through
rl'ion,
obsen
through
of
influence
the
frolt-t
and
therapy,
of
tive rnodels
association
the
stresses
which
theory,
attachment
raof the ability to fonl coherent attachment nat
(Slade,
2008)'
attachment
secure
tives and

t1-rree

Story"

lnterventions in

EFT

generThe new science of love and attachr-nent is

ating a revolution in the field of couple therapy
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The therapist moves recursiveiy between
tasks: monitoring and actively fostering
alliance, expanding and restructurpositive
a
experlences, and structuring
emotional
ing key

of
en"actments that either clarifl- present patterns
interaction or, step by step, shape nerv' more PosEFT interventions are identified as
itive
Patterns.

follows. The EFT therapist is ahvays tracking and
reJlecting the process by which both inner emo
tional realities and ir-rteractions are created' The
therapist also validates each partner's realities
and habitual responses so that partners feel safe

Emotion
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ly Focu sed
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e
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to expiore and own these. Internal experience is
expanded by evocative questions that develop the
outline of such experience into a sharply focused
and detailed portrait. Heightening of emotion may
be done with images or repetition, or the therapist
may go one step beyond how ciients construct

their experience with an empathic conjecture by
adding an element, such as asking if someone is
not, as they say, only "uncomfortable" but even a

little anxious. The therapist also reframes interactionai responses in terms of underlying emotions
and attachment needs and fears and choreographs
enactffients.

The level of client emotional engagement
during enactments is significant and at the heart
of the change process in EFT (Burgess Moser
et al., in press). The therapist finely tunes leveis
of enactment by moving to the level a client can
tolerate at any given moment. That is, if a client
cannot turn and state an emotional responser
clarified in the dialogue with the therapist, to
his or her spouse, the therapist will ask the client to express how hard it is to share this and
explore this reluctance to engage the partner.
If this is not possible, the rherapist will help
the clients share their blocks and even their
refusal to share. The EFT therapist, however,
even rvhen caught up in the multileveled drama
of a distressed relationship, always returns to
the core attachment emotions of fear, anger,
sadness, and shame, the attachment meanings

partners are making, and the structuring of
new enactments with the partner. The focus of
EFT is always on the couple's habitual ways of
regulating and expressing affect and how these
constitute habitual fonns of engagement with
attachment figures.
In the task of expanding how key relational experiences are processed when attachment insecurity and defensiveness constrict such
processing, the therapist moves between ail the

interventions mentioned previously in a manner that fosters the unfoiding of key emotional
experiences and defining relational moments.
The der.elopmental concept of scaffolding is useful here. A scaffold is an external structure that
allou,s children to acquire abilities just beyond
their reach (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, J,976), in
their zone of "proximai development" (VygorcIcy,

I
I

t
!
I

L

r
7.
]:

:r

;.:

1978). The therapist then goes to the edge of a
client's formulated experience and focuses on
'bottom up" details to give this experience
shape,

form, and color, integrating all the interventions
listed previously. For example, a therapist might
say the

following:

So, what happened when he turned away
from you in that moment, in the moment beforl

you ran from the house, before,

as you put it,
you "shut down for good',? (Reflection, evocative
responding focused on a key moment, image of
relational stance)

So, you felt sick?_,,Nauseated,,, as you
put it-and said to yourself, ,,I am invisible to
him, he isn't there for me,,- is that it? It was
like you didn't matter, your pain didn,t matter
to hirrr? And that moved you into ,,I must pro_
tect myself? I must shut down_not let myself
need?" Is that it? (Evocative responding, height-

ening, infer.ence of meaning of incident for
attachment security)
How do you feel as you tall< aboutthis now?
(Evocative question). you say you are angry,

but i notice that you also weep. There is griei as
well? You felt like you losr him that day_your

trust-your

sense of being able to count on him?
(Heightening, conjecture, reflection).

Can you tell him right now_..In that
moment I lost my faith in you-in us_so I shut
down-shut you out"? (Structuring of enactment)
The number of evocative questions here is
significant, in that the unfolding of this experi_
ence is done in partnership with the client, who
constantly corrects and refines the therapist,s
empathic construction of a response, an event,
and its interactional consequences. The therapist
acts as a surrogate processor of experience and
structures engagement tasks for the couple. In
change events, such as blarner softenings, EFT
therapists particularly use evocative questions,
heightening, and reframing in terms of attach_
ment significance (Bradley & Furrow, 2004). This
research, however, also found intenentions that

were not formally written up in the initial EFT
manual (/ohnson, 1996). In successful softenings,
therapists offered images of ,just out of reach,,
attachment responses that would constitute a
step toward more secure attachment for a part_
ner. The therapist might say:
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partner's behaviors. Cora said in response to
Mark's distancing, "You hide from me and obviously don't care." "I don't matter. I am unlovable."
Mark in turn shrugged, "What's the point
in trying anymorel You think I am a bad dad,
bad husband. That plays iil<e a chainsaw in my
mind all the time: 'bad dad, bad husband.' I am
a just one big disappointment to youl" (These
attachment meanings convey the working models of self and other in their negative cycle and
are segues into the r,.ulnerable underlying attachment emotions and unmet needs). In Step 3 the
therapist worked wlth them to discover the previously unacknowledged emotions and attachment
meanings underlying their positions of pursuing

and distancing.
Cora accessed feelings ofloneliness and fears
of abandonment, while Mark said he felt empty.
The emptiness, with the therapist's reflection and
validation, expanded to sadness and shame about
failing to be the dad and husband he wanted to
be and fearing total rejection from Cora. Cora,s

detached attitude voiced as "I don't even care
anl,rnore!" began to shift into the old rage at the
distance she felt between them and her desperate
need to have him on her team.

De-escalation, the first change event in EFT
Mark and Cora were able to
see that the real problem was the negative auto_
was complete when

matic cycle they got puiled into when they did
not see or share their lrrlnerable underlying fears
and needs. New parts of self and the underlying
core emotions were recognized as pulling them
into their negative cycle. Greater compassion and
an expanded view of the partner was accessed:
Cora felt relief to see Mark was not indifferent or
uncaring, but was hiding to protect himself from
the enormity of her complaints and unhappiness;
Mark began to see that Cora,s complaints and
anger were not "failure messages,,of being a bad
dad and a bad husband, but desperate atiempts
to pull him close-that she very much wants him
and is making a desperate response to his posi_

tion ofhiding and silence.
Let us now look at snapshots ofthis couple,s
journey thorough Stage Two of EFT. These com_
ments, distilled from the ongoing dialogue and
heightened by the therapist, would also be used
to create enactments (where a partner discloses
directly to the other partner) to generate new

helped thern frame the real enemy as repetitive
moves in a dance to the music of these very real
fears, loneliness, sadness, and shame. Once this
couple's cycle had been clarified and the partners began to see the cycle, rather than each
other, as the enemy, they began to spend more
time together. Cora became less enraged and
acknorvledged that she and Mark were "friends,"
and Mark began to describe his "guilt" about failing as a husband and how he froze in the face of
Cora's rage and "unpredictabiiity."

n ..
q..

i

i

,]
iii
l

i,

:

experienced I get terrified-I

relief at being able to frame their problem as a
negative cycle or dance. Together the therapist

Ft::,1

l

forms of engagement between Mark and Cora.

They began to notice times outside therapy
when, "we get sucked into the old dance." cora stage Two: Key stotements
in Mork,s
noticed that the more she complained, demanded
Journey to Reengagement
or wept in despair, the more Mark seemed to
I am a mathematician-I like logic. When
feel he was failing her, and would disappear or
she gets h)'sterical, I am so lost-so I withdefend himself. Mark experienced that the more
draw'
I stay out of the way. I feel so helphe defended himself with logic and explanations
less-totally
out of my depth. It's not safe
or withdrew and worked harder to please her, the
enough
to
initiate
any connection.
more she sensed she was not important, and blew
up in rage at his distance. The couple

i

she is the

was alone in my familyonly one I have ever felt connected

to-if she disappears-I'd be lostl So I just
go oblivious-frozen in despair.
To Cora: "l get overwhelmed_the message
that i disappoint you stops me dead. I can't
meet your expectations. I want more safetymaybe then I can show you my emotions. I do
need you-I do want to be close."

I disappear when her rage gets too much.

[To Cora:] I want you to stop the bombardment-then J can come out of the

i,

,l
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emotional
and create new patterns of safe

You go too
foxhole-no more name calling'

engagement.

far. No more defining me'

for closeness-l think
[To Cora:l 1 do long
lil<e pressurethen-it's
but
of l, .r.ry day,
to give
repertoire-nothing
I've done my

then-can't

please

you-can't

Pass

EFT
Research Evidence SuPPorting
for being an
Slnce having met the gold standard
model for reducing reia-

the test'

.-piri.ully.-ualidated
tionship distress (Johnson et

any rt)ore,l
But I don't want to go parallzed
"on lest
l1]ore
no
I wf,nl your reassulance-

I

can teli You now

*l:: I g:
It feels

it'

on emotion

in Coro's
Stoae Two: KeY Statements

liiinrV

as both targel and
placing emotion in the forelront
and
physiological
powerful
The
1g.., change'
"f impact that attachment figures have on
eirotional
in affective neueach other is supported by studies
2006)'
al
et
Coan
(Coan,
2008;
'
roscience

to softening ond Bonding

We make love-get close-and then-the
the closebig disconnect l can't rely on
back'
come
will
he
ness-so I wait and hope

to
feel this deep disappointment-better
I
feelings'
my
in
be alone' 1 get so absorbed
can't even see hin-r'

I

I

guess

i am more sad than anlthing-hurt

Can't bear the
that he can just put me down'

close-l can't

uncertainty-even when we are
to need this'
count on it' It hurts too much

Too

him risking-but What do I want?
it and then
,.ur.d to count on him-I'1l risk
I rebuff
So
be alone-betrayed

I

see

,"Ja"^f,

him-even

now when he does risk'

a huge barrier-a wall' I
[To Mark:] I have
anymore'
won't let you hurt-abandon me

you
I atn too scared to respond-see

reach.-

you walk
ing-and I go on guard' I make
Don't
on'
armor
tt-,io.,gl., iirt-keep my

k.,o*"ho* to let you in lt's too hard'

There have been several new dimensions
numerous
ol EF-f research in the past decade:
generalizabtlthe
va'lidatc
exploratory studies
aFt across different kinds of clients and
ta,
"i
;r;i* facing co-morbidities' Process research
how the
continues to deiineate n-rore specificaliy
therapy
in
interventions
moment-to-moment
an
being
Beyond
impact the change Process'
relation.,rid.n..-bur.d treatrnent for creating

(Burgess Moser
ship satisfactioll, recent research

o

al 2014) is demui., tn press; Burgess Moser et
'

that EF1 also increases relationship-

""ti."t"g
clear contributor
specific attachrnent securify-a
to mental and PhYsical health'
research
The newesr devcloprnent in EFT
MRI
rn
with
EFT
ol
elfccts
is a sludl'on the
effectivethe
examined
.o,rpon.nr. The study
attachment bonds'
ness of EFT to create secure

to modlff
at how these bonds function
a saj;
crcalng
thereby
p.i."ption o[ 1l'rreat'
locuseo
Jt
partners'
lor
secure basc

i""U"*
to

n-Iatter so much
[To Markl Do I realiy
those barriers
vou? Maybe ' ' It's scrry to Iet
io*,,. I ihink I nttd to cry for a long time--.

down-will
but you can help me take thern
you hold me now?

occur at tl-ris point
The bonding interactions that

in EFT ,"d""fin" the nature of the

six-

research
teen outcome studies, and nine Process
increated
is
change
how
siudies that validate
bases of
this model. L-r addition the empirical
to grow:
continuing
are
and
F.FT are substantial
intimate
of
model
a
as
1) research on attachment
Shaver'
and
(Cassidy
expanding
.elationships is
research
2)
and
2015);
,OOr, tt-pto" andRholes'
lor
is expanding the empirical base

porulyr.d' Cun I ask to be con-rforted?
it' Put your
,,rr,-rg.. I think we can make
to hope wit}l
armor away now l want you
me. Risii

1999)' EFT

."r.u..'f, has continued to grow' to include

stuff.

[To Cora:]

al''

relationship

,h.

h.r.', ,,td

to
on how partners use their bond

regulate
reiaattachment
of
tasks
affect and to carry out

when in
such as reaching to the other
were useo
distresi. Self-report and fMRI images
loved one
a
rvith
contact
;"";iriy the impact of

t.nrfrip,

(Joi-rnson
when under threat of electric shock
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et al., 2013). The study four.rd that prior to therapy
holding a partner's hand did nothing to anreliorate the encoding ofthreat, but after therapy this

and have shown a very low attrition rate, except
for one study where extremely novice therapists
were used (Denton, Burleson, Clark, Roderiguez,

contact seemed to have an antidote effect. It was
associated witl.r non-activation of the threatened
partner's brain, even in the pre-frontal cortex
area that is responsible for alfect regulation, and
with the reduction of reported pain from shock.
Attachment theory postulates that a more secure
bond mediates the encoding of threat and indeed
this appeared to be the case in this study.
Conpleted and ongoing EFT research consistently supports the efficacy of the n-rodel. The
outcome research and meta-analyses of rigorous clinical triais (]ohnson et al., 1999; Wood,
Crane, Schaalje, & Law, 2005) have shown EFT
to be effective when tested against control grouPS
and alternate treatments. The introduction highlighted the neta-analysis of the four most rigorous outcome studies, conducted before 2000,
which showed a larger effect size than any other
couple intervention has acl.rieved to date. The
impressive effect size of 1.3 translates into a 70
to 73o/o recovery rate from relationship distress
and 8670 reported significant improvement over
controls. This is significant compared to Dunn &
Schwebel's (1995) average effect size of 0.9 for
behavioral interwentions in couple therapy. EFT
has systematically met all the standards set by
bodies such as the APA for optimal models ofpsychotherapy research. Studies consistently show
excellent follow-up results even rvith couples at
high risk for relapse (Clothier et al., 2002) and
often significant progress continues after therapy
ended (Johnsor.r & Talitrnar.r, 1997). Results of a
randomized clinical trial (Dandeneau & lohnson,
1994) showed higher levels of empathy and selfdisclosure at post-test, higher self-reported intimacy at fo11ow-up, and greater stability of results
than tl.re cognitive marital tl.rerapy group whose
treatment results receded at follow-up. This may
reflect tl.re power of the bonding interactior.rs that
constitute change events in EFT and continue
after termination. A tl.rree-year follow-up study
on tl-re Attacl.rrnent Injury Resolution Model
(Halcl-ruk et al., 20i0) found that improvements
in trust, forgiveness ar-rd in relationship adjustment were stable over time. A11 EFT outcome
studies have included treatment integrity cl-recks

& Hobbs, 2000).
cess

A process study examining predictors ofsucin EFT (Johnson & Talitn.ran, 1997) found

that while in BMT the initial distress level was
found to account for 460/o of the variance in outcorne, this factor was found to account for only
4% of the outcome variance in couples treated
with EF'|. This finding is consonant with clinical
experience, in that EFT therapists report that it is
client engagement in the therapy process in sessions that seems to determine clinical outcome.
The theory of EFT suggests that, if key bonding events that constitute corrective emotional
experiences can occur in therapy sessions, these
events have the power to create significant shifts

even in exceedingly distressed relationships.
Also, in this study, EFT was found to work better
with partners over thirty-five and with husbands
described as "inexpressive" by their spouses.
Traditionality (male orientation toward independence and female orientation toward affiliation) did not seem to affect outcome. Denton
et al. (2000) also found EFT to be particularly
effective with low socioeconomic status partners.
The most powerful predictors of outcome were,
first, a particular aspect of the therapeutic alliance that reflects how relevant partners found the
tasks of therapy, and by in-rplication, their level
of errgagement in them and, second, the faith of
the female partner-that is, her level of trust that
her spouse still cared for her. Presumably, once
this faith has been lost, the emotional investment necessary for change is difficult to cone bv.
These results appear to fit with the general conclusion that "the quality of the clier.rt's participa,
tion in therapy stands out as the most important
determinant of outcorne" (Orlinsky, Grawe, &
Parks,1994).
Process research studies have validated that

in EFT are the
depth of emotional experiencing and the shapirrg
of interactions in-session where partners are able
to clearly express fears ar-rd needs ar-rd be moved
the key ingredier.rts of change

to respond congruently to each other's

needs

(Bradley & ]ohnson, 2005; Greenrnar.r & f ohnson,
2013). The botton-r up, discovery,oriented
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direction of process research, known as task
analysis, carefully examines the actual change
in therapy, thereby rnaking EFT acces,ibl. fo. therapists to learn and relevant to daily
clinical practice. EFT has been described as an
"example par excellence of an en.rpirically validated rnodel that has a large impact on day today office practice" (Sprenkle, 2012, p'18)' The
large amount of process research done with EFT
is one of the ways this model of couple therapy
has significantly contributed to narrowing the
research-practice gaP, addressed as an ongoing

enhancing the security of the attachment bond
(Burgess Moser et al., 2014).

(Sprenkle, 2003).

of change research which began
Softening change event
Blamer
with the
has also been done
2004)
Furrow,
(Bradley &
Process

with the Attachment Injury Resolution Model
(Zuccarini et ai.,2013). Process of change
research offers clinicians very specific guid-

2{
se

processes

concern in the field of couple and family therapy

En

Generolizobility Across Different Clinicol
Populotions ond Clinical lssues
In the last decade, research of the application of
EFT to various clinical contexts and to couple
distress co-occurring with other physical and
psychological problems has grown tremendously.
EFT has been vaiidated as an effective treatment

(l
vi
Sr

P'

tr

ti
ri
a:

for a variety of conditions co-occurring with coup1e distress, including relationships impacted by
traumatic stress, depression, lnfidelity, and other
relationship injuries, all of which wil1be reviewed

o

below. Client populations receiving increased
attention in terms of the applicability of EFT

n

include families, couples with sexual difficulties,

culturally diverse couples, and gay and lesbian
couples.

(i

tl

r

t

I

ance through the specific moves of the change

event processes (Bradley & ]ohnson, 2005;
Zrccarini et al., 2013) expiicating both the client processes and the therapist interventions

used most effectively moment to moment insession. Greenman and iohnson (2013) outline
the nine studies of the process of change in EFT'
all of which find consistent results: two key e1ements which predict positive change and are
associated with tl.re change events of Stage Two
are deepening emotional experience and turning affiliatively toward one's partner to disclose
attachment fears and needs'
These studies have validated that change does
indeed happen as theorlzed' The EFT interven-

tions and steps of specific change events of EFT
have been validated (|ohnson, 2003a)' Therapist

interventions of emotionaliy evocative questioning. heighlening awareness of process patterns and ertotions, structuring enactments and
facilitating the expression of soft, primary emotions are associated witl-r change (Greenman &
|ohnson, 2013; Lebow et al', 2012; Zuccarini
et a1.,20I3). Two client change events fostered in
Stage

Two of EFT are the reengagement of

the

"softening" of
more withdrawn partner and the
The latter
partner'
pursuing
the more critical or
in
increases
to
linked
event has been ernpirically
to
recently
more
and
relationship satisfaction

Traumotic Stress

s

Building on the salience in EFT of affect regulation and the fostering of resilience through
creating secure connection, four studies have
focused on couples dealing with trauma. Given
the high prevalence of relationship distress in
couples where female partners have a history of
childhood abuse, there is

need for couple-based
target co-morbid relaa

treatment modeis that
tionship distress and trauma syn-lPtoms. Dalton,
Greenman, Classen, and ]ohnson, (2013) conducted a randomized controlled trial to exarnine
the elfrcacy of treating couples with EFT where
the female partners were survivors of childhood
abuse. Tu,enty-four couples experiencing marital distress and in wl-rich the women had child-

hood abuse histories were randomly

assigned

either to twenty sessions of EFT or to a waitlist
control group. In the treatment group, 70% of
the couples scored as non-distressed on the DAS

(Dyadic Adjustment Scale: Spanier, 1976) al
the end of treatment and the women reported a
reduction in trauma symPtoms, such as phobic
avoidance, interpersonal sensitivity and dissociation. As predicted, a clinically and statistically
significant reduction in relationship distress was
found ir-r couples in the treatment grouP'

(
2

(

t

I
1
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A second study (Maclntosh & fohnson, treatment for couple distress
where couples were
2008) examined the effectiveness of nineteen raising
chronicatly iit children (Gordon-waiker,
sessions of EFT for couples with a small group
/ohnson, Manion, & Cloutier, 1996). They found
(N=10) of couples where one
Partner was a sur- considerable stress reduction in the group treated
vivor ofsevere chronic childhood sexual abuse. withEFTcomparedtoacontrolgroupandatwoSulivor partners reached criteria for complex

PTSD and some couples presented with dual
trauma' Levels of distress were high and emotional flooding and numbing and the difficulty of
risking relying on others stood out in a thematic

year foilow-up study 516*.6 an improvernent
in

treatment,..utts(ctottieretal,zobz;.rinatty,u

trauma study at the Baltimore vA showed
statistically significant reductions of prsD symptoms
in war veterans after participating in an average

analysis of treatment issues. Typical of such sur- of
thirty sessions of EFT therapy with their wives
vivors is a fearfui/avoidant style of attachment (Weissman
et al., 2011; see also Greenman &
which is particularly detrimental to the creation
Johnson, 2012).
of trust and satisfaction in close relationships
(Simpson & Rholes, t99B). Half of the couples in
this study showed clinically significant i-i.o,r._ Depression
ments on the DAS (Spanier, 1976)

and'significant

It has been established that EFT is appropriate
trauma slrnPtoms (measured by and effective for
treating coupies in relational
the Trauma Symptom Inventory; Briere, Eiliott, discord
where one or both partners are suffer_
Harris' & cotman, 1995) and a structured inter- ing from
depression. The focus on strengthening
view' the GAPS (Blake et ai., 1990). Given the the attachment
bond, which is the core of EFl.,
very high level of s1'mptomatology and relation- explicitlv
addresses issues associated with depresship distress, these resu_lts are considered very sion, namely
a sense of isolation, of not beino
encouraging and basicalry support the specific varued,
and of impending ;;;;;;;;r";;;
adaptations to the EFT model offered in the lit- rejection (Denton
&coffey,2011). A 1994 study
erature to promote positive change with trauma- of the
impact of EFT upon i.pr.rrio'
reduction

in

tized clients (Johnson' 2002)'
critical illness of a sPouse or a child is also
traumatic' A third study of EFT's effectiveness in
treating trauma was a small study (N=i2), con-

i. i,.r..rl.o

partners showed that EFT reduced distress
and
increasedintimary(Dandeneau&Johnson,
I994).
More recently two randomized clinical trials

were
conducted to examine the impact of EFT
on
the
ducted with maritally distressed breast cancer treatment
of coupies where the woman was diagsurvivors' Approximately 40o/o of breast cancer nosed with
major affective disorder. In the first
survivors experience anxietrT and depression study (Dessaulles,
]ohnson, & Denton 2003), couof PTSD proportions (Kissane, clarke, & Ikin, ples were ,u.rdo*ly
assigned to either treatment

1998)'Amultiplebaselinedesignwasusedsothat with EFT alone
or to antidepressant medication
clients acted as their or'vn controls. Coupies were for the depressed
parlner. In the second (Denton,
randomly assigned to twenty sessions of psycho- wittenborn, g
colden, 2012), couples were ran_
education (three) or to EFT (nine couples) and domly assigned
to treatment of medication alone
tested at pre-treatment intervals, mid-treatment, or to
antidepressant medication in combination
termination, and follow-up (Naaman, Radwan, & with
EFT. The first study fowrd that after sixteen
Johnson' 2009)' Fifty per cent of the couples weeksoftreatmentbothgroupsshowedadecrease
who received EFT showed significant improve- in depressive
s),,mptoms. EFT was as effective
ment on the DAS rleasure of marital adjustment, as antidepressant
medication alone. The group
quality of life, mood disturbance, and trauma treated with
EFT aione, however, had significant
symptoms. Marital adjustment and quality of improvementindepressives)rmptomsinthepost_
life continued to improve at follow-up with therapy period at si-x
months follow-up. The be,no evidence of relapse' The educational group ents or EFT
treatment continued to expand after
reported no improvements on any variables. A therapy
endedl In the second study, both groups
fourth trauma study examined the effects of EFT again made
significant reductions in depressive

i
l:
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\{omen receMng EFT experiin rela.'.,..a u signif,cantly greater improvement
distress
tionship q:uatity. Given that relationship

s).,rnptoms, horvever,

ur-ra

a.pr.rrion are frequently linked' this

tnfidetity and Relotionship lniuries
in the change
EFT research explored an impasse

EFT for Sexuol lssues

Wit

Bowlby (196911982) stated that there are three

ther

and
aspects to aduit love: attachment, sexuaiity'
element
core
the
being
cuiegiving, with attachment
thatln turn shapes sexuality and caregiving' While

EFl

the
where a past inlury arose that blocked

in Stage Two of
creation of trust and connection
(iohnson, Makinen, & Millil<in' 2001)' An
EFT
(AIRM)
Attachment Injury Resolution Model

address such
has been developed to successfully
as,abanimpasses. These injuries, conceptualized
of need'
moments
key
at
betrayals
and

ion,r.nts

insecurity'
trigger attachment panic and general
these.injuries
forgiving
of
process
StJf, in the
and one outcome study (Makinen &
were outlined

that in a briefE'FT intervenJohnson, 2006) found
injured couples moved
distressed
all
iro" O:'2" of
to forgive the injury
able
were
and
out of distress
that lre!i.ct
events
bonding
key
and complete
1uc(Halchuk et
follow-up
three-year
cess in EFT- A
were stable' It appears that
a1., 2010) found results

injury
once a couple can resolve the relationship
and
accessibilty
mutual
have
and

or betrayal

bond

becomes

responsiveness, the attachment
found
i.,.r.uringty secure' The couples who
-the
the thirthat
reported
effective
interventi-on less
brief' These couteen-session treatment was too
lower levels. of
and
injuries
had multiple
pf.t

"ft"
(Zuccarini
initiai trust. The recent Process study

et

of forgiveness'
al., 2013) validated the EFT model
reflected
indeed
were
outlined
as
nnatng i|,", steps
of
Depth
the
as
such
measures
process
by scores on

Klein' Mathieu-Coughian'
of Client Perceptual
Levels
and
i"SSO)
(Toukmanian & Gordon' 2004) and

Experi.ncin!

t i<i.rt..,
Pro.".ri.,g

Scale (ES;

resolved and non-resolved
the process of change found
of
This study
therapist interventions in- key

indeed differed

.orpf.r'

<

Wit
the

could

prevention'
indicate EFT's usefirlness for relapse

pro..r,

for

for

that most frequent
who reached high
sessions with iesolving partners
questioning'
evocative
were
levels of forgiveness
and shaping
engagement'
heightening emotional
in partners
noted
responses
Client
"rlu-ctn-rents.
move out
and
injury
their
resoive
who were able to
prlmary
their
processing
of
that
of distress were
and
reflective'
clear'
a
in
attachment emotions

meI
(Pal

tior

to be
the effect ofEFT on sexuality has only begun
1995)'
Veer'
der
van
studied (MacPhee, )ohnson, &
the literature on attachment and sexuality

is

enh
prer

expand-

a coming ()ohnson & Zuccarini, 2010)' EFT offers
and
oriented
p.l[i.rg ult..rrutive to the indMdually

pro

problem-fo.used interventions that perrade the sex
iil.rupy field. The EFT soiution to sexual difficulnoveity
ties turns away from sexual techniques and

lm
Co
EF'

of arxious
and toward de-escalating negative rycles
critical pursuits for closeness and avoidant emopertional distancing that focuses on sensation and
cycles'
After de-escalating these negative

cha

mo
cor

fomance.

setl

the EFT therapist structures moments of secure
sexual
bonding. The nine stePs of EFT in treating

thir

been
problems ofarousal, desire, and orgasm have
Snapshots
(Johnson & Zuccarini, 201 1)'

ielineated

secure attachment bonds with coupies facing sexual problems
helping
can be seen in the literatwe, and illustrate
attachtheir
par1ners co-construct bonds that meet
&
(]ohnson
ment, caregiving, and sexual needs

of key EFT moments of creating

Zrccariri,

ZOf O, ZOf f

)' More and more studies

are showing the significant impact of attachment
security o., ,.t-uu1 engagement and satisfaction
(]ohnson & Zuccarini, 2010)' Secure loving bonds
foster engaged sexual satisfaction and engagement
are
whereas high levels of arxiety and avoidance
Different
associated with lorver sexual satisfaction'
a key role
strategies for regulating etnotion play
satisfaction'
in levels of desire, arousal, and sexual
ls
Hence creating emotional safety and attunement
sexual
the essence ofthe EFT approach to restoring
satlsfactior-r and intimary'

Troining in

EFT

to
Finally, research on how to train therapists
a1'' 2000;
learn EFT is expanding (Pahner-Olsen et
Montagno, Svatovic, & Levenson' 201 1; Sandberg'

Knestei

&

Schade, 2013) Recent studies are
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expanding our knowledge ofthe application ofEFT
for different popu.lations and therapists (Johnson &

Wittenborn, 2012). Two studies, focused on
the person of the therapist (Furrow et a1.,2012;
Wittenborn, 2012), underscore the impact of the
therapist's own emotional experiencing and attach-

ment states of mind to the effective delivery of
EFT. The research-based EFT supervision model
(Palner-Olsen et a1., 2011) suppods the implica-

tions of these findings, by giving prominence

to .

enhancing the therapist's capacityto be emotionaliy
present to emotional experiencing and attachment
processes

within self and the clients.

to a varietlr of clinical issues and populations, including couples living with depres_
sion, aphasia, chronic medical illness such as
breast cancer, trauma, infidelity, and sexual
issues as well as specific popuiations, including remarried couples and blended families,
culturally diverse couples, same sex couples,
and couples who value spiritual practices or
religious beliefs.
Training opportunities around the globe

have made it possible for therapists from
over forty countries to be trained in EFT.
There are 39 communities and centers for_

med worldwide

EFT has an admirable record for meeting the
challenge of transporting an empirically based
model beyond academic and research-controlled
contexts into community and private practice
settings. Sprenkle (2012) underscores three ways

this has occurred:
It's developers (a) lhave] made training manuals, workbooks and other training materials
very accessible, (b) offer frequently geograph-

ically dispersed workshops that most clinicians can qualift to attend, and (c) provide an
online support community and many opportunities for continuing education.

(p.

11)

Specific illustrations of these activities follow.

.

of

trainers,

superwisors,

and EFT-certified therapists committed to

lmplementation of the Model in
Community Practice Settings

Accessible EFT trainins materials include
over ten training DVDs and a triad of written references for clinicians.. The Practice
of Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy:

Creating Connection (/ohnson, 2OO4)
together with Becoming an Emotionally
Focused Couple Therapist: The Workbook
(lohnson et a1., 2005) and the most
recent resource, The Emotionally Focused
Casebook: New Directions in Treating
Couples (Furrow et al., 2011). The basic
treatment manual (Johnson, 2004), is cur,
rently available ir.r eleven languages. The
casebook illustrates the applicabiilty ofEFT

supporting one another in developing excel_
lence in the model and providing their com_
munities with the most effective couple and
family therapy avaiiable.
The International Centre for Excellence in
EFT (ICEEFT) continues to expand its com_
mitment to excellence, integrity and inclu_
sivity in service to its over 4,000 members
and to couples and families. Oniine support
is provided for professional development
with a quarterly newsletter, an active list_
serv, and various online training oppoftunities. The website wwr,.iceeft.com/ provides a
breadth of accessible resources.

Beyond this, EFT has expanded to com_
munity-based psycho-educational settings
and enrichment programs (Johnson, 2010;
Johnson & Rheem, 2006). The self-help
books Hold Me Trg,hr (Johnson, 2008b), now
translated into over twenty languages, and
Loye Sense: The Reyolutionary New Science

of

Love Relations,hrps (Johnson, 2013) are mak_
ing the science and logic oflove relationships
accessibje to the general public. Expansion in
professional memberships of JCEEFT, inter_

national translations of training materials,
and ongolng research combine to contribute
to growing relevance and implementation of
EFT

in community settings worldwide.

Conclusion
EFT research has, in three decades, successfully
responded to the critical goals identified for the
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Johnson ond

BradleY, B.,
theory of

promote health on
fieldofcoupletherapy(Sprenkle,2003;}ohnson&powerfulwayintoselfandsysterr-ithatcouldmaxirnize therapeutic impact and
fie1d
the
tn'i'
many different ways'
Lebow, 2000)' These "t"i"''
many different levels and in
that
second,
i"r.a,
for
become more enrpiric"iry
u.v"ra being an evidence-based treat,rent
*a
r"r".*"r.
research into the ,r"*rt""rffi.

moment
and Fam
BradleY, B.,
couPle al
F. PiercY
(2nd ed.,

sobeusedtobridgethegapbetweenresell|.,.u.ingrelatlnshipsatisfaction,recentresealch
Moser et al'' in press) is demonstratu.t of intervention; (eurgei*s
and practice and refine ti-,-.
i"g ,]f-," EFT also increases relationship-specific
to menthat we ,rr,i. ,"*"rO conceptual
and third,

are clear links between
coherence, where there
relatedness and pragu.,J
lo,r.
models of adult
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